
QUESTION – What is currently the biggest threat to con�nued human existence?                                
ANSWER - THE CLIMATE CRISIS.

The CLIMATE CRISIS is an EXISTENTIAL THREAT. That means it threatens our very existence!

To save the Earth (the BIG ‘E’) from this Existen�al threat, we need to Engage, Enlighten and 
Encourage HUMANITY i.e. every one of us who cares and wants to survive!

Why then, are so few of us seemingly able to realise that we are figh�ng to solve this issue at the 
wrong level? This Climate Crisis of HUMAN INDUCED CLIMATE CHANGE AND HABITAT DESTRUCTION 
(HICC+HD) is created by ALL OF US. Yes, we are ALL responsible, (even the most Eco of the Eco 
Warriors!), because we have all bought into HUMAN Society, which is more divided than ever in its 
history.

We need to UNITE HUMANITY like never before to survive. To do that, we require to do it by a means 
that bypasses and ignores the main divisions in that human society, which are: patrio�sm, poli�cs 
and religion. To unite HUMANITY those subjects cannot be part of the issue. Hence ‘i4one’.

To join ‘i4one’ you must be 1. HUMAN and 2. Be able to say or think “I for one will not stand by and 
let our Earth die.” If you can do that and mean it in your heart, you are in! Simple as that. No 
inclusion of any human society dividing factor. Do it. Join, NOW!

Its FREE, its simple, its NON-DIVISIVE! It’s the ONLY way to solve the Climate Crisis at the correct 
level, at SPECIES level. (PTO con�nues overleaf)
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